Mapping courses is a way to link your course evaluation to each class (section) of students taking it. When a course is mapped to a course evaluation, it automatically displays a “Feedback” block within the course with a link to the course evaluation.

Start by clicking on your course evaluation and click on “Map feedback to courses”.

Type in the prefix or short name of the desired group of classes (i.e. CSED)

A dropdown list of all classes with that prefix or shortname will then be available for you to chose which class you would like to map. Only one course can be mapped at a time.

Note: Academic courses shortname format is [Department][CourseNumber]-[Section]_[yy][Semester] (e.g., MATH101-01_08f). When the section number is replaced by a single letter such as HISTg405_08f or BIOL200-A_08f, they are multisection (meta) courses. Only select the individual sections, also referred to as child courses (when they are part of a multisection course).
The individual course sections (or child courses), need to be mapped instead of the multisection (meta) courses. Otherwise, the course evaluation data will not be separated by section.

Once the course has been selected, click on “Map course”.

The class has now been mapped to the evaluation. You can un-map a course by clicking on the red “x” next to the class.